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Besides, increasing competitive pressure has led many enterprises to shift their production to focus on low-cost

areas. Therefore, it is critical if enterprises can continue to survive with sustainable developments by improving

business proits. To this end, this study has explored the business model development of a chemical company. The

business model comprises customer value proposition, key resources, key processes, and proit model. The study

aims to appreciate the business model development, strategic choice, and future trend of the case from the initial

innovation and expansion stages. Since secondary data collection cannot relect deeper signiicance, in-depth in-

terviews are conducted to d The indings show that the study, the case that triggers the development of its business

models, has emphasized the key resources and key processes in the initial stage. In the innovation stage, the case

that emphasizes proit orientation has created and upheld high proits as well as rapid growth and innovation.

Finally, the case that stresses customer value proposition has strived towards the goal of factory integration and

proit-sharing in the expansion stage.

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

INTRODUCTION

Global footwear products are mainly concentrated in two

major markets, namely, the economically developed coun-

tries, such as the United States, the European Union, Japan,

Canada, etc., or the densely populated countries such as

China, India, Vietnam, Indonesia, Cambodia, etc. By 2016,

the total output of global output has reached 23 billion

pairs, ofwhich 87%are concentrated inAsia for production,

while China ranks irst in the world for footwear produc-

tion. In addition, health awareness among people has risen

with growing trend sport sports and leisure, so that it has

not only enhanced consumers ' demand for shoes, but also

helped maintain the steady development for sports shoes

industry. With the development of technology, shoe facto-

ries today are no longer chasing after low labor costs, but

more focused on automation, customization, and speed of

delivery.

For shoe factory, all kinds of raw materials have accounted

for about 60% of its total cost, but the sole costs have al-

ready accounted for 25% of the cost. Therefore, the costs of

chemical plants are extremely liable to the impacts of luc-

tuating rawmaterials and labor costs. In addition, since liv-

ing standards continue to rise andmaterials as well as tech-

nical operation advance forward, shoe features have devel-

oped from such a single function of protection to those that

are both comfortable and conducive to health-care. There-

fore, it is important for chemical plants to rapidly change the

economic environment, improve the manufacturing pro-

cess persistently, and introduce new production models to

enhance the overall operating eficiency. In recent years,

themarket has turned to reined and advanced demands for

sporting goods as of deepening awareness of sports safety,

so that it is either to strengthen professional functions, or

integrate fashion elements to increase the diversiication

and practicality of products. Therefore, the world's lead-

ing footwear companies have attached great importance to

their research, design, and related theoretical exploration.

At present, the rivalry in global footwear industry can be

relected in the competition between brand and Research

and Development (R&D) design. Internationally renowned
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shoe companies have built up their international reputation

with profound historical and cultural preservation, fashion-

able style, and comfortable wearing. As the concept of In-

dustry 4.0 is being burned around the world, the advance-

ment of technology of the has revolutionized the materi-

als and manufacturing processes for sport shoe. As indus-

try competition is winding into the new century, companies

must adjust their business operations at any time so as to

adapt to changes in the environment. Because of deepening

awareness for of sports safety, personal demands for sport-

ing goods on the market are increasing. As such, personal-

ized product structure will increase the complexity of pro-

cess and dificulty of management, while the low of sup-

ply chain must be transformed to adapt to the new prod-

uct structure and services. Therefore, footwear chemical

companiesmust, aside from improving production technol-

ogy, also introduce high-performance and automated pro-

duction to enhance added value to their products. To sum

up, the purpose of this study is to explore the business

model innovation and evolutionary development regarding

footwear industry to so as to appreciate the development

trends of the industry in the future.

BUSINESS MODEL

The business model emphasizes how organizations use

their resources to turn them into valuable outputs and

make consumers willing to buy (Bilog, 2017; McGrath &

Mac, 2002), a way to explain how companies make pro-

its (Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010; Sundar & Al Harthi,

2015). Businessmodels are a combination of value streams,

revenue streams, and logistics lows between business and

business partners and buyers (Mahadevan, 2000). A good

business model has clearly unveil what kind of activities a

company to carry out to create value, and how the company

selects upstream and downstream partners in the value

chain and formation of corporate structures and partners

of the network to generate proit and maintain the capital

of customer relationship (Dubosson-Torbay, Osterwalder,

& Pigneur, 2002). Innovative business models can help

companies develop newmarkets, improve business perfor-

mance, and gain more market value (Giesen, Berman, Bell,

& Blitz, 2007). Second, the business model is a kind of ap-

proach (Seelos & Mair, 2007), and this approach is made

up of three dimensions respectively as strategy, operations

and inance (Morris, Shirokova, & Shatalov, 2013). Among

them, strategy refers to paying attention to the structure

of t enterprise, operation emphasizes the process of creat-

ing value by enterprise, and inance is the value obtained

for enterprise. Therefore, innovation of business model

can increase the value added to companies and partners

by reducing information asymmetry and transaction costs

(Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010). To sum up, the busi-

ness model of enterprise is how it effectively use its re-

sources, to create better added value to consumer and ren-

der proit, in other words, organizational resources and ca-

pabilities are the major factors that create value (Brush,

Greene, & Hart, 2001; Isada & Isada, 2017).

The essence of business model is to deine the value of

enterprise as it transmits the value to customer, and then

induce them to pay for it. Therefore, business model is

to grasp the opportunity and transform the potential of

value creation into the intermediary mechanism of real

value creation, that is, it is to emphasize the core function

of value. Business model should cover the three dimen-

sions as value structure, resource structure, and transac-

tion structure (George & Bock, 2011). Second, business

model is also an architecture structure that covers prod-

uct, service and information low (Amit & Zott, 2012), in

a word, it is a conceptual tool that relects how the com-

pany invest resources, creates, and proits. Based on this,

(Johnson, Christensen, & Kagermann, 2008) believed that

business model is composed of four key elements as cus-

tomer value proposition, proit formula, key resources, and

key processes, whichmust be combined to create value. Be-

sides, value also includes the composition of four core com-

ponents as customers, suppliers, competitors, and the com-

plementary party, while their relationship is always chang-

ing. In view of what is mentioned above, even if previous

literatures of past business model have been explored, still

no universal deinition and integral architecture have been

reached. Nonetheless we can contend that business model

mainly refers how a company invests resources onto the

value chain of the target population of the value chain, how

it creates, and how it achieves revenue. Therefore, it is why

the businessmodel by (Johnson et al., 2008)was used as the

architecture of the study.

RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

Case

In 1989, the case was planned to set up in Guangdong,

China, and this area is at the Pearl River Delta where it is

a port a large amount of container import and export. Due

to superior geographical environment of the case, the use

of advanced production equipment and excellent manage-

ment system, they provide the high-quality chemical indus-

try with raw materials, re-product rubber, plastic particle

foam material Economic Value Added (EVA) ethylene-vinyl

acetate copolymer. The company's goal is to standardize
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production processes to protect the rights of customers. In

2007, the Chinese company and the shoe factory jointly es-

tablished a bottom rubber/EVA production subsidiary fac-

tory as the Chinese shoe factory. In recent years, the ad-

vantage of labor cost in Southeast Asian countries has grad-

ually increased, and its industrial chain has become more

and more comprehensive, reaching as much the level as

in China. By 2015, the Chinese company and shoe factory

have jointly established a bottom rubber/EVA production

subsidiary factory of the shoe factory in Vietnam, and they

have, in 2018, developed into a joint venture shoe factory. In

2019, the Chinese company participated in the investment

on the acquisition project of US sports series brands. Since

the establishment of the case, it has accumulated about 30

years of experience in the development and production of

rawmaterials for chemical industry, providing assurance of

product quality.

Data Collection and Analysis

This study is mainly to explore the business model of the

case, including customer needs, production quality control

methods, and methods to ensure the stability of EVA raw

materials in order to reine plastic elastomer EVA process

under the environmental protection and safety regulations.

Since secondarydata collection cannot relect deeper signi-

icance, it is why in-depth interviews are conducted to dis-

covermore detailed and profound answers. In addition, the

selection of interviewees is also an important key factor be-

cause suitable interviewee can not only provide effective in-

formation to help researchers and achieve the purpose of

research, but also enhance information credibility. There-

fore, this study has chosen professional managers with ac-

tual management experience and power, that is, high-level

executives or senior leaders of enterprises. The intervie-

wees are respectively as customers, production plants, raw

materials suppliers, and salesperson. For the design of in-

terview questionnaire, this study has considered following

items: 1. accommodation to customer needs : appearance,

function, physical properties of the product, including de-

livery and follow-up required services. 2. Compliance with

laws and regulations: the material and process of the prod-

uct meet the requirements of relevant safety and environ-

mental regulations. 3. R&D capability conirmation: the

business department needs to conirm with the R&D de-

partment if of the factory has the ability to meet customer

needs. 4. Provide solutions: resolve issues that are not

in line with expectations until the customers has been ren-

dered satisied.

Framework

The main purpose of this study is to explore the innova-

tion and evolution of the business model in footwear man-

ufacturing industry, and the analysis is conducted through

the four respective dimensions as customer value propo-

sition, key resources, critical processes, and proit formula

of the business model (see Figure 1). First, collect the sec-

ondary data of current status from industrial development,

and then interpret and construct the data. At the end, data

is combined with in- depth interview information to come

up with the trend of industrial development, and inally a

newmodel of corporate development is put forth.

FIGURE 1. Analysis framework (Johnson, 2008)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Initial Stage

From the 80 's, most people have become interested in

sports beneicial to health movement as of their health

awareness and change with ideas. Millions of people have

jogged for exercise because jogging does not only help legs

but also and health to circulatory system. To the 90 's, the

theory of jogging has become comprehensive, so that peo-

ple began topay attention to the importance of sports shoes.

For sports shoes, it matters not just to wear with comfort,

it also stands as a symbol of being healthy and young. As

such, a growing number of youths have taken the consump-

tion of sports shoes as a fashion sports shoes, and it is why

sports shoes has become popular. The case was found with

its origin from themanagement of plastic particles of chemi-

cal rawmaterials, andwas later on recommendedbywhole-
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sale importers and it had then participated in the establish-

ment of a plastic elastomerproductionplant. Of plastic elas-

tomer EVA, it is a revolutionary polymer material used pri-

marily for sports midsole. The highly elastic EVA material

can create a comfortable and comfortable feeling to foot,

plus its light material relationship, the movement of step

can also be very light, so that EVA is very suitable for ca-

sual running shoes. After occasions of understanding, the

case believes though there aremany choices of sports shoes,

however, the awareness of general public is still weak in

termsof brandawareness for sports shoes. Basedon theno-

tion, the case chose to use "differentiated" business model

to push for high-end brands, and the. following is the analy-

sis of a business model. First of all, although there is a com-

mon philosophy of customer value proposition with brand

customers, it does not mean that cooperation can be car-

ried out immediately. As an opportunity to build up and

establish clientele, the case must start from fundamental

research and development, design, development, and sam-

pling until physical property test has met the requirements

of brand customers. Take the brand customer as Brooks as

an example, its dedication to research and designmeets the

high-end functional shoes that runners need. Therefore, the

brand requires that themiddle and bottom of jogging shoes

must have the effect to support the arch and enhance shock

absorber as well as cushioning. Secondly, the thick outsole

of jogging shoes is thebest protection for runners, andapair

of good jogging shoes will not only to protect the runners,

but also be to be very comfortable. Therefore, the brand re-

quires a soft touch at the root and palm of the foot. Third,

the sole must not suffer from fatigue easily when running,

so that the ideas as to save more effort, and to be comfort-

able and safe no matter how far the distance of jogging is

stressed. Hence, the brand demands the increased cushion-

ing effect of springing-back.

Furthermore, the case has carefully studied the production

process and strictly controlled the quality in terms of key

resources and processes, aside from changing the composi-

tion of ingredients. First of all, EVA is a material, as viewed

from the formula and so it is the key resource, that is wa-

terproof and has good elasticity. The components of EVA

is mainly based on the ethylene vinyl acetate resin plas-

tic (resin copolymer of ethylene-Vinyl acetate Copolymer

Resin) as its main raw materials, but it is with limitation,

and when it requires rubber is needed to improve product

performance. After a long period of research and develop-

ment as well as testing of special EVA elastomers and pro-

portions of rubber, the case has successfully developed Sub-

stance 257. It is thus named because it takes 75 percent of

EVA elastomer + 25 percent of rubber, whereby when the

whole is obtained fromthe formula itswearingproperty can

be strengthened the power of use with the inished product

can be enhanced.

Third, the early midsole of running shoes, in terms of man-

ufacturing process and that is the key process, from EVA

products is irst foamed into large pieces by EVA, and the

cooling of large pieces of cooling takes 12 hours before the

midsole can be use. After that, large pieces of foamed EVA

are then based on the correct size and bevel angle to carry

out cutting, trimming, and forming. Therefore, the case

adds an additional process to the above-mentioned inished

product and places the inished product into a mold, and

then cools it by heat compression. The inished product is

then covered by a comprehensive ilm as to hot melt, and

the inished grain is more reined and presents higher qual-

ity. In this way, the case has, after efforts and changes, ob-

tained the recognition of the brand company, and the two

sides began a long-term cooperative relationship. There-

fore, the case only, for its company revenue at this stage,

supply midsole of running shoes and comprehensive solu-

tions as its model of operation proit.

In summary, when the case has just been established at the

initial stage, it is very clear about its micro-environment

and has effectively exerted its own competitive advantages.

In terms of customer strategy, the case has locked on the

trend of brand development for it to get into the market.

Therefore, high-end brands are seen as its target market. In

this period, the case is driven by key resources and key pro-

cesses to carry out the development of their business mod-

els. The above-mentioned content is integrated in Table 1.

Innovation Stage

At this stage, the footwear industry remains an industry

that pursues low labor costs because the shoe is displayed

in 3D status and are three-dimensional and it require a

lot of manpower to complete the assembly process. Ev-

erything from pin-up, bottom, molding, warehouse packag-

ing, to shipping has a very complex and cumbersome pro-

cess. The following is a business model analysis. First, new

source of proit-making, in terms of customer value propo-

sition, opens up for a new customer base, while new cus-

tomers will focus more on the quality of manufacturing, es-

pecially the process of new product development. There-

fore, it is an important to consider how customer require-

ments can be achieved, and the physical requirements of

regular customers for shoes are very high because it is nec-

essary to ensure that shoes are not liable with functional

defects in customer. Therefore, the case pays much atten-
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tion to every development step so that it can achieve the re-

quired physical properties of the shoe, while there are 20 to

30 various tests, such as scratch resistance, winding resis-

tance, dry and wet rubbing, sand wheel anti- wear, tear test

kinds, aging, pulling, sweating, and other extensibility tests,

and so on. All of tests are employed to ensure that all tests

meet the standards before mass production can be started.

Further, sports shoes not only require, in terms of key re-

sources, light weight and high elastic EVA outer midsole, it

also needs the outsole structure as it conducts direct con-

tact with the ground, while the outsole is generally attached

with the basic requirements as slip resistance, being wear-

able, and elastic and others. Therefore, natural rubber or

synthetic rubber is widely used for sole materials. In or-

der to achieve the market research and development and

patents for high-quality sports shoes of the brand, the case

established a rubber production factory in 1999, and it has

specially developed 30% of the surplus material produced

from the original high-quality material as rubber for raw

material process, and then re-modulated it through spe-

cial processes and formulas. Afterwards, original rubber is

added, that is, mix the natural rubber and synthetic rubber

in different proportions according to different functions of

shoes. With such a formula, this would uphold favorable

slip and wear resistance in face of different situations. All

physical properties are tested to conirm all standard tests.

Third, typical shoe production line is found, in terms of key

processes, with three production areas, namely as cutting,

sewing and forming packaging. Therefore, it relies on the

subjective work experience of site manager or level setting

of material handling based on old rules as how on-site pro-

duction status of shoe factory achieves a certain stability

and smooth low. In viewof the fact, the case has introduced

a new concept of production model, namely, the ine solid

Lean Production. Of the lean production line, it is reckoned

as a systematic production method, and its objectives are.

to promote timely supply of raw materials and zero inven-

tory so as to maximize value.

Finally, the shoe factory has, in terms of company proit-

making model as well as the long-term relationship be-

tween the case and shoe factory, integrated with the case

in order to effectively control the entire production process

and timeliness. The speciic case and the shoe factory set

up another sole making sub-factory, namely, the out-sole

factory. When EVA midsole and rubber outsole are com-

pleted, they can directly work as sole-assemble. Thus, the

shoe factory can not only completely control the physical

integration of the vamp and entire sole, but also solve the

inventory problem of warehousing. As viewed, the integra-

tion of the case with shoe factory has further indicated the

change of the business model of the case. As such, it shifts

from supplyingmidsole in the past to the focus on both sup-

ply and production, and from the support of a single tech-

nical project-based program to high-end quality control of

the industry. From the past, it operates in the form of a one-

way supply model, and provides the overall performance of

shoe-making business to strengthens the synergy of vertical

integration through close integration of shoe factories. The

new operatingmodel brings a new proit-making structure.

Therefore, the source of the proit-makingmodel of the case

at this stage includes the production supply of midsole and

outsole, and the establishment of another sole sub-factory

with the shoe factory.

In summary, in the innovation stage, the case and shoe fac-

tory are integrated in the innovation stage, while another

sole sub-factory is set up together. In addition, LEAN line

production is introduced to perform shoe-making opera-

tion with the concept of total quality management. There-

fore, in terms of companyproit, the sources of revenue gen-

eration, in terms of proit-making of the company, for the

case are found in streams, respectively, they are the mid-

sole and outsole sub-factories. For the case in this stage,

proit-making model is gearing towards to program, create,

and maintain high proit rapid growth, and innovation. The

above-mentioned content is integrated and summarized as

found in table.

Expansion Stage

Due to the continuous revision of China's policies, changes

in tax incentives, rising wages, and overall increase in la-

bor costs and manufacturing costs, the case has encoun-

tered signiicant obstacles in their overall production oper-

ations. For the survival and sustainable development of en-

terprises, it is an important choice to transfer production to

countries with tax incentives. In contrast, in recent years,

Southeast Asian countries are, in recent years, experienc-

ing rapid development with their industrial economy, es-

pecially in Vietnam, the Vietnamese footwear industry has

been constantlymakingdevelopment. Because footwear in-

dustry is a labor-intensive industry and the low labor costs

in Vietnam, shoes made in Vietnam are extremely compet-

itive in price. Coupled with Taiwan's long-term investment

in Vietnam, Vietnam's shoe-making technology has become

more and more sophisticated. Therefore, the case estab-

lished a joint venture with partners in Vietnam in 2015

to establish a new shoe factory and a bottom rubber and

so as an EVA production sub-factory. The following is our

analysis of the business model. First, the case has, for cus-
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tomer value proposition as it penetrates into a newmarket,

planned well with its comprehensive products and market

development strategies, and deeply cultivated customer re-

lationshipmanagement to create value for customers. All of

thewell-knownsports shoebrandson themarket have their

own unique patented features and representation, while

business would emphasize greatly about the conidential-

ity of customer product formulas.

From product design to product development, they are part

of the company's conidential information, while the oper-

ation philosophy of the company means signiicantly to it.

Hence, the case offers unique design and patent towards

each of the major brand customers, and the formula recipe

cannot be reproduced to any third party so that the greatest

integrity trust can be earned from the customer.

TABLE 1. Evolution analysis of business model of the case

Business Model Initial stage period: Manufac-

turing running shoes midsole

EVA

Innovation period: Manufac-

turing running shoes midsole

EVA + outsole Rubber + Indus-

trial enterprise alliance

Expansion period: Manufac-

turing running shoes midsole

EVA + outsole Rubber + Indus-

trial enterprise alliance

Customer value proposition - Have the effect of arch sup-

port and enhance shock absorber

with buffer - A soft, elastic touch

provided to tarsal and foot Re-

quest for effect of shock-buffer of

spring-back

The physical properties of the

shoes are required

Increase of new brand customers

increase and approval for the ob-

jective of physical properties : In-

crease in elastomer by 40% Soft-

ness reduction by 33% Increase

mileage extensionby40%Reduce

agingby33%Increase stability by

40% Increase comfort by 40%

Key resources Developed the high-performance

Substance 257 EVA

- High performance anti-slippery

rubber, and HPR rubber - 30% re-

cycled rubber for re-production -

HPR rubber

A. Midsole of running shoe mid-

sole with EVA technology B. Out-

sole of running shoeswith rubber

technology

Key processes Traditional large-piece foaming

mold cutter process, developed

into 3D pre- mold instead directly

toproducea inishedmidsolepart

- Simultaneous production of EVA

midsole and rubber outsole. -

Corporate alliance and factory in-

tegration - Introduction of Lean

production line

- Simultaneous production of EVA

midsole and rubber outsole - Cor-

porate and industrial alliance in

China - Corporate and industrial

alliance in the third country as

Vietnam - Introduction of Lean

production line

Proit formula Supply high grade midsole for

running shoes and a full range of

solutions

The main shoe bottom factory

and the shoe factory (the midsole

and outsole factory) place equal

focus on both supply and produc-

tion, so that the industrial and en-

terprise alliances mutually bene-

ited

- China main shoe bottom factory

- China sub-factory in shoe factory

(the midsole and outsole factory)

- Vietnam sub-factory in shoe fac-

tory (the midsole and outsole fac-

tory) - corporate and industrial

alliance integrates with factory,

and it is further expanded to the

third country as Vietnam - Viet-

nam shoe factory - place equal

focus on Production and supply,

and with innovation it expands

industrial and corporate alliance

for multiple channels of proit-

making

Secondly, the sole is the life for shoes in terms of key re-

sources. is the sole. Generally, the common characteristics

of sole materials should encompass following features as

wear resistance, water resistance, heat resistance, pressure

resistance, oil resistance, impact resistance, and elasticity.

After years of research and development and aswell as pro-

duction experiences for brands of various professional jog-

ging sports shoes, the case has been able to accommodate

and meet the special research and development require-

ments of each brand. Furthermore, the case has come to

appreciate themarket opportunities and grasp business op-

portunities of innovation through competitiveproduct anal-

ysis, customer experience research, and trend research. In

fact, the design of outsole is to disperse pressure and en-
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hance the low of running. In view of the fact, both plastic

and rubber manufacturing of the case are gearing towards

the goal of precise quality for development, such as improv-

ing the wearing comfort, lexibility, enhanced increase sta-

bility than the previous standard, and extendedmileage. As

such, it strengthens durability, and can be in line with the

needs of different workplaces, thus reducing aging and in-

creasing softness than previous standard.

Third, it has shifted, in terms of key low process, from such

industrial structure of simple manufacturing and product

orientation to that of customer value that it facilitates the

case to re-position itself. Only it can introduce products that

are in line with customer demands before it can control the

market and promote business. If the company like to launch

products that meet customer needs, it must constantly de-

velop new formula and adjust production processes, that

is, the company must transform towards improving qual-

ity and technology, producing high value-added and cost-

effective products. It is our hope that we should head to-

wards creating a chemical engineering team to work ad-

vanced R&D, and it will deal from rawmaterial search, mold

improvement, to product development process to meet the

front-end market developments of customers. Take for in-

stance, the small foam is placed into the mold for foaming,

and the product is placed into the mold directly after gran-

ulated, eliminating the needs for many process steps and

timing. Finally, the case has, for its proit-making model af-

ter a long period of cooperation, achieved a good reputa-

tion and customer recognition. Similarly, the company has

a good interactionwith the factory and sharing of proit per-

formance. Therefore, the case has shifted its developments

from the supply and manufacturing midsole and outsole

supplymanufacturing in the initial stage, to the bottom sole

sub-factory in the innovation period, and then to its devel-

opment to the emerging market in Vietnam; ultimately, the

case has achieved multiple facets of proit-making through

mmultiple allocations of diverse assets.

In summary, the case and shoe factories are re-integrated

and the expanded to the shoe factories in Vietnam during

expansion stage, so that it can develop newmarkets and at-

tract new customers. With years of R&D and production ex-

perience, the case has come upwith a professional chemical

research and development team, a production process con-

trol team, and a quality progress control team that can ac-

commodate to the special R&D requirements of each brand.

In this stage, the case is oriented towards customer value,

and will work through the factory to move. towards the

goals of joint control for cost as well as proit sharing. The

above-mentioned content is summarized and integrated in

in Table 1.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The case working with manufacturing EVA-based midsole,

and it has gradually expanded the operation scale, stepped

into shoe business, and developed the new business model

after many years of cooperation with international brands

as well as up and down the vertical integration of the ex-

perience. The new factory planned by the case in Vietnam,

along with Vietnam's preferential tariffs and Vietnamese

footwear industry furnished with complete upper-stream

and downward-stream industrial chain, is quite complete.

As viewed, the factory in Vietnam is also an important loco-

motive for proit-making in the future. The speciic conclu-

sions are found as follows.

Firstly, the shoes of the case in the earliest are mostly made

according to materials and rarely divided according to pur-

pose, while the heel and forefoot with sports shoes in the

early days are basically horizontal. With increasing num-

ber of midsole materials and changes of sports concept and

the rise of sports boom, it becomes critical as how a pair

of shoes can be rendered to have the ultimate cushioning

so that athletes can play better. Shock absorption technol-

ogy generally covers two approaches. The irst is material

damping, that is, the deformation and rebound of elastic

material so that it absorbs the shock cushioning and restore

the shape. The second is the absorption of physical shock

absorption, that is, it plays the role of damping through the

deformation of midsole structure. However, physical shock

absorption is basically applied simultaneously with mate-

rial damping as of the ups and downs of physical shock ab-

sorption. In addition to the development of ever more new

materials, which is lightweight and foundwith durable per-

formance, while EVA is reckoned as the main material for

manufacturing insole and midsole. Since the case also mas-

ters t key EVAmidsole formula and key manufacturing pro-

cesses, so that it quickly becomes the leading EVA midsole

manufacturer and supplier for major sports brands around

the world. In summary, the study has concluded that the

case has based on key resources and key processes as its

primary drive during the initial stage, which triggers the de-

velopment of its business model.

Moreover, the fast-paced market demand shift has brought

enormous challenges to traditional footwear industry,while

continuous increase inmanpower, material costs, and oper-

ating expenses has brought higher cost pressures to tradi-

tional footwear industry. Besides, there will always be too

much inventory, and abnormalities and losses often occur,

which also causes unnecessary waste of manpower man-
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agement in traditional shoe-making process. Due to the

long-term relationship between the case and the shoe fac-

tory, the shoe factory integrates has integratedwith the case

to jointly set up another sole bottom sub-factory in order to

effectively control the entire production process and timeli-

ness. Therefore, the case has shifted from the past as mere

working on EVAmidsole supply to shoe production. In sum-

mary, the conclusion obtained in the study is that the case at

the innovation stage has based on proit-making as orienta-

tion for planning to create and maintain high proits, rapid

growth and innovation.

Finally, traditional mode of production is mostly based on

the manner of fewer choices but large number of quan-

tity, so that it must rely on a lot of manpower. However,

when there is gradual increase for human resources, in-

dustry must be transferred to less expensive areas of hu-

man resources for change. Among them, human resources

in Vietnam are relatively cheap, so that it is a good place

for the case to transfer for relocation. Moreover, the case

has worked integrate factories to customize products for it

can not only reduce labor costs, reduce production time,

but also create consumer demand, and such customized

chemical-engineering plants are expected to become more

popular in the future. In summary, this study has obtained

the conclusion that the case faces customer value proposi-

tion during the expansion period, and it is moving towards

the goal of joint control for and proit sharing through fac-

tory integration.

In recent years, automation has already become a devel-

opment trend as of changes in international economic en-

vironment, drastic increase of wages and shoe materials

prices, and expensive labor costs. Traditional footwear in-

dustry has developed automatic shoe-making machinery

from manual production of shoes in the past, and factory

can quickly switch production lines to meet the expecta-

tions of brand manufacturers. Therefore, management im-

plications are found as follows. First, it is necessary, in

terms of key resources as aside from basic traditional prac-

tices, to continuously conduct material research and devel-

opment, strengthen research and development capabilities,

and improve resource allocation to research and develop-

ment system. Furthermore, companies are recommended,

in terms of key processes, to enrich the information sys-

tem, introduce mechanized or automated production pro-

cesses, and reduce unit price to market business in order to

meet the demands of high production capacity of shoe fac-

tories and avoid stagnation of production lines due to the

lack of materials. Third, the supply chain model of tradi-

tional chemical-engineering industry lacks, in terms of cus-

tomer value proposition, the features of lexible manufac-

turing production and fast customization, so that it is eas-

ier for them to lose market opportunities. Hence,, it is sug-

gested that companies should attempt towards the devel-

opment of personalized products without disrupting tradi-

tional manufacturing process to provide increasingly cus-

tomized and suitable products for it is the trend in the fu-

ture. Finally, companies are suggested, in terms of proit-

making model, to integrate upper-stream and downward-

stream key resources to form a complete industrial supply

chain through investment or industry alliance in relation to

supply chain so as to grasp key resources from the upper-

stream and downward-stream to further improve the over-

all quality and stabilize supply sources. As such, it can have

successfully combined the upper-, mid-, and downward-

stream of the shoe-making industry to form a complete in-

dustrial supply chain and create a unique and irreplace-

able competitiveness. In addition, we will continue to cul-

tivate and enhance creative design capabilities of footwear

industry, and establish a close partnership with interna-

tional brands. Most of all, we will also persist to explore

newmarkets by establishing long-termpartnerships and al-

liances with the Group's supporting policies, helping to es-

tablish co-brands and own brands in order to open up new

markets.
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